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Abstract

Achieving China’s Regional Cooperation Mechanism in the Mekong 

Region,

With a Particular Focus on Agricultural Sector of Vietnam and 

Cambodia

Kim, Hyun Ji

International Area Studies

Graduate School of International Studies

Seoul National University

This research explores the importance of China’s regional 

strategies in the Mekong Region as part of its “One Belt, One Road 

(OBOR) Initiative." In accordance with the initiative, China wants 

to increase its presence in the Mekong region connecting its 

mainland with neighboring countries and develop a high degree of 
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economic cooperation in the Mekong region by engaging in the 

Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) program as a 'dialogue partner.' 

The purpose of the research is to investigate the motivations behind

China’s dam construction projects in the Upper Mekong Region to 

earn its status as a “regional power” in the context of GMS 

framework, especially regarding its impact upon the agricultural 

industry in nations located in the Lower Mekong Basin (LMB): 

Vietnam and Cambodia. This is assessed in accordance with the 

'benefit sharing approach' based on the case studies and how these 

countries show opposite responses in response to China's dam 

projects are further explored.

Keywords: GMS program, dam projects, agricultural sector, benefit 

sharing approach

Student Number: 2016-29304
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I. Introduction 

1.1 Research Background

This research explores the importance of China’s regional strategies in 

the Mekong Region as part of its initiation of “One Belt, One Road Initiative”

policy. In accordance with the Belt and Road Initiative, China wants to have its 

increasing presence in the Mekong region connecting its mainland with 

neighboring countries and develop a high degree of economic cooperation in 

the Greater Mekong sub-region and make it its own region of opening up to 

South and Southeast Asia.1 In addition to such declaration of the policy, it is 

significant to note that Beijing introduced the Lancang-Mekong Cooperation 

(LMC) as “a new type of sub-regional cooperation mechanism” on the route to 

a joint objective of "building a community of shared future among Lancang-

Mekong countries."2 This is distinguished from the Greater Mekong Sub-

                                        
1 “One Belt, One Road’ Initiative Underway, but Experts Warn of Difficulties Ahead,” 

Mekong Eye, November 25, 2017, accessed November 13, 2018.

https://www.mekongeye.com/2017/11/25/one-belt-one-road-initiative-underway-

but-experts-warn-of-difficulties-ahead/
2 “China's Interest in Riverine Development Evident at Mekong River Summit,” VOA 

News, January 10, 2018, accessed November 13, 2018.

https://www.voanews.com/a/china-interest-riverine-development-mekong-river-

summit/4201992.html
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region (GMS) program in that it includes all six Mekong nations in which 

China plays the role as a leading nation. According to an Southeast Asian expert 

studying the Southeast Asian region, Milton Osborne, “The LMC is clearly a 

bid by China to take control of Mekong matters, after having refused to join the 

Mekong River Commission.”3

Considering such context, special attention should be paid to the 

regional cooperation mechanism in the Mekong region, known as the GMS 

Program, where the challenge is that the 1995 agreement only applies to four of 

the nations: Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam and has let China to act as 

a ‘dialogue partner,’ instead of being a full-fledged member of the Mekong 

River Commission (MRC).4 The GMS framework sprang up in 1992 along 

with assistance from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) built on shared 

histories and cultures. It can be demonstrated as an economic region bound 

together by the Mekong River that mainly focuses on adopting the three-

pronged strategy, known as the 3Cs: increasing connectivity, improving 

                                        
3 “China's Interest in Riverine Development Evident at Mekong River Summit,” VOA 

News.
4 “China, Vietnam and the Mekong Problem,” The News Lens, November 18, 2017, 

accessed November 15, 2018. 

https://international.thenewslens.com/amparticle/83569
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competitiveness and building a greater sense of community.5 What makes such 

regional grouping even more noteworthy is the fact that it is formed through 

cooperation of the former socialist and capitalist economies that has had long 

history of conflicts. Therefore, it is important to see if there are common 

benefits that all these nations could benefit from such cooperation.

As the GMS program aims to let the sub-region realize the potential 

through (i) an enabling policy environment and effective infrastructure linkages 

that will facilitate cross-border trade, investment, tourism, and other forms of 

economic cooperation; and (ii) the development of human resources and skills 

competencies, it seems that benefits stemming from such potential are being 

spread to the countries adjacent to the GMS region, bringing mutual benefits to 

the region through economic partnership.6 In such context, it is especially 

significant to take note of China’s role in the region. Especially considering that 

the Mekong River Commission (MRC) was established in pursuit of sustainable 

development, we can note the significance of rice security issues in the Lower 

Mekong Basin (LMB), ranging from China-Laos PDR border to the South 

China Sea. Taking such into consideration, it is important to go over Vietnam 

                                        
5 ADB, “Greater Mekong Subregion Economic Cooperation Program,” 2015. 
6 ADB, “Greater Mekong Subregion Economic Cooperation Program.” 

https://www.adb.org/countries/gms/main
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and Cambodia, which are located in the Mekong Delta, and their reactions 

toward China’s dam construction projects in the Mekong Region. 

Many existing literature has cast light on China’s infrastructure projects

such as dam construction and hydropower development. However, studies 

regarding the agricultural industry due to China’s increasing presence in the

Mekong region as part of the GMS cooperation framework are rarely conducted, 

analyzing strategies of certain GMS countries in the region. Therefore, the 

purpose of this paper is to study on China’s economic strategies in development 

perspective in terms of spreading its sphere of influence in the region as part of 

“One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative” especially in terms of agricultural 

sector. Therefore, it would be important to go over China’s motivations behind 

its engagement in the region, be it economic, political or security interests and 

see how Vietnam and Cambodia are acting in response to such policies adopted 

by China as a “regional power.”

Why Vietnam and Cambodia?

In accordance with earlier literature, it is important to go over the GMS 

program led by the ADB in the beginning and yet, it is worth shedding light on 

the increasing amount of influence that China has had upon the program that 
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was further highlighted with the declaration of the OBOR policy that led to its 

infrastructure projects in the region. Taking the significance of the Mekong 

River into consideration, the emphasis should be put upon that of the 

neighbouring nations located in the Lower Mekong Basin (LMB), including 

Vietnam and Cambodia, as main exporters of rice and the rice security issues 

that emerge because of engaging in the regional cooperation framework in the 

Mekong region. It is important to note China’s motivations behind such 

strategic interests of developing its dam infrastructure projects as a part of the 

GMS cooperation framework that especially have huge impact on these two 

countries, Vietnam and Cambodia, as well as the strategies of these two 

countries in reaction to such projects. 

It is particularly essential to touch upon these two nations, Vietnam and 

Cambodia, when it comes to discussing the agricultural issues as explored 

throughout the study not only because they are geographically located in the 

Mekong Delta region, but due to several distinctive features they have. First, 

Vietnam and Cambodia are located in the Lower Mekong Basin (LMB), have

the long coastline facing the South China Sea and the Gulf of Thailand is facing 

them and the three major river systems flowing from the west to the east, the 

Chao Phraya River, the Red River, and the Mekong River are draining these 
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nations.7 Second, there is high dependency on agriculture, especially rice, for 

these two countries’ economies as they are the two key rice exporters. In the 

lower basin, the predominant occupation is agriculture that employs 65~85% of 

the labor force in Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam.8 Third, while sharing similar 

features, they have different political attitudes toward China due to historical 

legacies and economic dependency on China. Throughout the study, these 

special features would make it more noteworthy to discuss Vietnam and 

Cambodia in such aspects and the reasons behind selecting these two countries 

out of the other nations that are also geographically located adjacent to the 

Mekong River basin for further investigation in this specific study. 

Not only the significance of the selection criteria for these two nations, 

but the comparison of their different responses to such infrastructure projects 

would be important to note. This is because Vietnam is considered the 

downstream country with most to lose from waterway dams, while Cambodia 

works as a nation that is the greatest aid recipient of China. This is especially 

noteworthy in the Sambor Dam case where China has its backed plan to build 

the Mekong River’s largest dam in Cambodia that would destruct fishery 

                                        
7 Ibid., 91. 
8 MRC 2010. State of the Basin Report 2010. In: TAYLOR, R. (ed.) Mekong River 

Commission. Vientiane.
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industry, worsening political tensions with Vietnam.9 According to the U.S. 

research, the dam would “generate large power benefits to Cambodia, but at the 

probable cost of the destruction of the Mekong fishery, and the certain enmity 

of Vietnam.”10 It seems that the dam would block migratory fish species from 

carrying on their migration patterns; however, the Cambodian government has 

not shown outright opposition because it is considered ‘the recipient of 

substantial Chinese aid and investment.’11 Here, we can note that the different 

responses to China’s increasing presence in the LMB stem from variations in 

terms of political attitudes. 

Then, it should be further noted whether China’s belief in its regional 

mechanism framework in the Mekong Region that came to be known as the 

GMS framework can have competitiveness in the region or whether it aims to 

create a new regional framework in the long-term shall also be further discussed 

in the study in going over the meaning the GMS program has upon China as a 

part of its regional strategies.

Simply put, such interaction among the countries, China, Vietnam and 

                                        
9 “Study Says China-backed dam in Cambodia would destroy Mekong,” The 

Associated Press, May 17, 2018. accessed November 13, 2018. 

http://accesswdun.com/article/2018/5/671980
10 “Study Says.”
11 “Study Says.”
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Cambodia, can be demonstrated in a diagram as follows. This will be further 

illustrated in the later sections to follow. 

GMS Program

1.2 Scope of Research

The purpose of the research is to investigate the motivations behind 

China’s dam construction projects in the Upper Mekong Region to earn its 

status as a “regional power” in the context of Greater Mekong Sub-region 

(GMS) framework, especially regarding its impact upon the agricultural

industry. In accordance with the research question, the hypothesis to be tested is 

whether China aims to control the Mekong river through the regional 

China

Dams

Cambodia 

Benefit sharing

Benefit sharing

Opposition

Favorable

-FDI

-Political 

relationship

-Historical legacies

-Governmental efforts for 

‘sustainable development’

Vietnam
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cooperation framework with its strategic interests and whether benefits are 

being shared with Vietnam and Cambodia, considering detrimental impact on 

agricultural sectors. In pursuing answers to the research question and testing 

whether the hypothesis stands true, the scope of this study is established as 

follows.

First, the study aims to explain the concept of development cooperation. 

The economic cooperation based on specific geographical locations is a unique 

Asian concept. While the concept of economic cooperation itself is not a 

completely new concept, the idea of the ‘growth triangle’ may have come into 

advent thanks to the efforts of the Asian Development Bank (ADB) that put 

emphasis upon the sub-regional grouping of economic cooperation in the region. 

In such context, it is especially important to go over the significance of the 

Mekong River and the effectiveness of the regional cooperation mechanism 

known as the GMS program to assess whether China is effectively exerting its 

influence in the region by taking part in the GMS framework.

The next section focuses on the benefit sharing approach that refers to 

the benefits being shared by the neighboring nations as public goods. The 

mechanism might have come as a result of cooperative management; however, 

it also leads to the ultimate sharing of socio-economic benefits coming from the 
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Mekong River Basin thanks to the establishment of economic corridors that link 

the riparian nations through highways and railways. Yet, it will be evaluated in 

depth whether the benefit sharing approach perfectly fits in for China’s 

motivations behind dam construction in the region as well as strategies of 

Vietnam and Cambodia in response to such actions. 

Third, the subject of the study is to analyze the strategic interests of 

China as motivations behind its hydropower development in the Mekong Delta 

Region, acting out of economic motives to secure its own national interests

using the analytical framework. On the other side of the coin, it is also 

important to go over how the countries in the Mekong Delta Region are 

reacting in response to the projects China is implementing in order to 

understand whether the GMS program is being carried out in an effective 

manner. It is especially significant to do so regarding Vietnam and Cambodia

because they are the main countries located in the Mekong River Delta who 

serve as main rice exporters in the region. Then, it is important to look at what 

factors influence these two countries to show variations in attitudes toward such 

projects by China depending on their economic dependency and political 

relationship with each other. 

Lastly, the present study aims to explore the effects that China’s 
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increasing regional engagement has upon the specific agricultural industry in 

the two nations. Thus, it is important to pinpoint how China’s main concerns 

include putting its economic interests at danger, which can vary according to 

the type of industry they engage in. Especially, it is noteworthy to go over the

rice security issues coming along with China’s role in the GMS regional 

framework. While China’s increasing sphere of regional influence may allow 

benefits to be shared among riparian states, it could put the relationship 

between Southeast Asian countries and China at stake if they each consider it to 

be at a competitive status. Thus, it aims to go over the effects it has upon the 

GMS regional cooperation mechanism in terms of competitiveness of the 

mechanism throughout the study. 

1.3 Literature Review and Significance of the Study

Importance of the Mekong River

It is important to take note of the significance of the Mekong River as it 

has been a source of regional cooperation and conflict, especially working as a 

catalyst for cooperation among the nations that formed the Mekong River 

Commission (MRC) that ultimately created the Lower Mekong Basin (LMB) in 
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1995.12

According to previous literature, the Mekong River is the 12th longest 

river in the world and the third largest in Asia, being shared by China, Myanmar, 

Thailand, Laos, Cambodia and Vietnam. About 5,000km long, it is one of Asia’s 

most important transboundary waterways that provides freshwater for 

population in Southern China highlands as well as 60 million people located in 

the downstream, serving as the key element of agricultural production and 

economic development.13 As it serves as the border between Burma and Laos, 

it is flowing down out of China, called the Lancang Jiang where China 

continues to have aggressive hydropower development of the Upper Mekong 

region.14 The entire Mekong River drainage basin can be divided into two parts: 

the Upper Mekong Basin and the Lower Mekong Basin (LMB) running from 

the Golden Triangle to the South China Sea. 

In such context, it is deemed important to look at the reasons behind the 

Mekong River being the crossroads for controversy where the LMB nations 

claim China’s dam construction in the upstream exploits the water resources by 

                                        
12 WWF Report, “Mekong River in the Economy,” November 2016.
13 Russell Sticklor, “Managing the Mekong: Conflict or Promise?”, New Security Beat, 

https://www.newsecuritybeat.org/2010/12/managing-the-mekong-conflict-or-

compromise/amp/ 
14 Tuyet L. Cosslett. “Sustainable Development of Rice and Water Resources in 

Mainland Southeast Asia and the Mekong River Basin,” Springer. 2018: 88.
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having negative effects on water quality. On such note, it is especially important 

to consider the effects on agricultural sector of downstream nations that is home 

to about 60 million residents in the settlement along the course. This is mainly 

because it has huge impact upon sustainable development of the resources as 

well as especially on the residents located in the Mekong Delta. 

China’s Dam Construction in the Mekong Delta

Since the year of 1992, China has heavily dammed the Mekong River, 

commissioning the 1.57-gigawatt Manwan Dam on the Lancang located in 

Yunnan Province of China.15 Thus, currently, about 60 medium or large-sized 

hydropower dams are in operation, with around 30 being constructed and more 

than 90 being planned or proposed. It is significant that these dams are 

established with Chinese technology and finance and they can regulate the river 

flows that flows down to the Lower Mekong region, having detrimental effects 

upon the countries neighboring the Mekong River. What’s more important, dam 

building in the region is especially significant in the context of the GMS 

program because “dams and development, despite generating electricity, despite 

                                        
15 “Why the Mekong Matters,” China Dialogue, August 11, 2018, accessed November 

13, 2018. https://chinadialogue.net/article/show/single/en/10921-Why-the-

Mekong-matters 
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generating electricity, helping navigation, and maintaining water quality, had 

already critically disrupted the river’s “connectivity”,” referring to one of the 

three-pronged strategies of the GMS regional framework. 16 This is in 

accordance with the diagram below where the initial results of the assessment 

of the Lancang River after the two dams (the Xiaowan and the Nuozhadu) were 

constructed, shown in reference to different elements located at each end of the 

diagram. 

Figure 1. Profile of River Health Assessment

Source: WLE CGIAR17

                                        
16 Asian Development Bank, “Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS).”

17 WLE CGIAR. “Did Hydropower Kill the Lancang River?,” May 6, 2017, accessed 
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Figure 1 shows that the ‘river connectivity’ which refers to the river’s 

“ability to transfer energy, materials and organisms between specific locations

on the river and floodplain” is evaluated as performing ‘poor,’ demonstrating 

detrimental effects of the Chinese dams upon river flows in the river 

downstream.18

In accordance with a recent article, China is set to establish the Sambor 

dam in Cambodia with the investment project of about US $5 billion.19

However, what’s important to note is the fact that the new Sino-Cambodian 

dam can have destructive effects on the regional ecosystem and the livelihood 

of the residents in the Mekong Delta, including those of Cambodia and Vietnam 

by acting as the biggest hydroelectric power station on the Mekong River. 

While the MRC carried out many studies to put restrictions on dam building on 

the river, the Commission expects that the benefits to gain from the dam 

construction are lower than the losses, having much more negative influence on 

                                                                                                            

November 13, 2018. https://wle-mekong.cgiar.org/did-hydropower-kill-the-

lancang-river/
18 Ibid.
19 Stephen Wright, “Study Says China-backed Dam Would Destroy Mekong,” May 17, 

2018, accessed November 13, 2018. https://phys.org/news/2018-05-china-

backed-mekong.html
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fishing and agriculture industry.20

In such case, it is significant to note that such destruction of the living 

environment in the region can take place, leading to drastic changes in the river. 

As fresh water will be lacking in the Mekong Delta, it could increase the level 

of salinity and frequency of drought, having dire consequences on the 

agricultural sector of national economies. Therefore, in such context, it is 

especially important to assess the significance of agricultural sector of the 

economies located in the Mekong Delta, including Cambodia and Vietnam. We 

should note that it is not only limited to the entire agricultural industry in 

general, but also puts emphasis upon rice security issues in other specific 

sectors. 

China’s Engagement in Agricultural Sector in the Mekong Region

Most of the existing research deals with China’s engagement in Africa 

and thus, the study on China’s infrastructure projects in the Southeast Asian 

region has not been conducted to full-scale as it has been limited to more recent 

                                        
20 Peter Hung, “New Chinese Dam on the Mekong to have Devastating Environmental 

Consequences,” AsiaNews.it, http://www.asianews.it/news-en/New-Chinese-dam-

on-the-Mekong-to-have-devastating-environmental-consequences-43955.html
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years’ literature. Therefore, it is more important than at any time to go over how 

China expanded its hydropower activities in the Mekong region. What’s more 

evident, China attempted to move toward ‘mutually beneficial’ dam projects in 

order to bring forth mutual benefits to the neighboring nations including 

Vietnam and Cambodia in the Lower Mekong Basin (LMB). According to the 

2011 White Paper on Foreign Aid, it is stated that China endeavors “to help 

recipient countries to strengthen their self-development capacity, enrich and 

improve their peoples’ livelihood, and promote their economic growth and 

social progress,” showing that it aims to create economic regional 

cooperation.21 Here, we can note that emphasis should be put upon creating 

regional cooperation mechanism, in this case, the GMS framework in the 

Mekong region, and that motives behind carrying out such projects should be 

further analyzed to tell whether it can be explained through ‘benefit sharing 

approach.’

Rice Security in the Region 

It is deemed significant to discuss the key issues facing the two nations 

                                        
21 Information Office of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China, China’s 

Foreign Aid, April 2011, Beijing.
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located in the Mekong Delta region, Vietnam and Cambodia, who share the 

Mekong River as their natural sources of production. This is because rice crop 

is considered the biggest user of fresh water provided by the Mekong River and 

natural rain. In such times, it is especially significant to look over rice security 

issues that are greatly influenced by the climate change and the impact of 

mainstream dams on the Mekong River established as part of China’s 

infrastructure projects. 

What’s more, it is worth taking note of the significance of the rice crop 

itself. It is not only important as a key staple crop that provides self-sufficiency 

and security to about 200 million people that reside in the Mainland Southeast 

Asia (MSEA) countries that include Cambodia, Laos, Thailand and Vietnam, 

but also as a key commodity that plays a big role in bringing revenues to the 

rice exporting nations and food supply as a part of domestic and international 

trade.22 In such context, it is important to take a look at the trade opportunities 

and challenges for these countries that work as main exporters of rice. Then, it 

is worth taking a look at the rice export performance of these countries and the 

rice cartel or rice regional cooperation mechanism that has formed in the region 

that shows the significance of the need and provides the reasons to further 

investigate into these two nations, Vietnam and Cambodia, specifically, not on 

                                        
22 Cosslett, “Sustainable Development,” 55.
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any other countries located in the region. 

Now that the need to further investigate the rice security issues in the 

region focusing on the two nations, Vietnam and Cambodia, as main exporters 

of rice, is clarified, the next step is to highlight the impact China has upon the 

specific sector of agricultural industry. It is true that the influence China’s 

infrastructure projects have upon different industries can vary across sectors. 

However, it is hard to neglect that China’s main concerns include the specific 

sector of rice farming. This is because rice farming is considered “a way of life 

providing food subsistence, self-sufficiency, and security for their families, 

communities, and countries.”23 Therefore, an ample amount of research has 

been completed in regard to the “rice paddy” or “paddy” production grown in 

the field that refers to the rice production data in the study. Also, the fact that 

natural climate conditions could have significant impact upon the certain way 

of living as rice farming is to be further noted as it is shown that the Lower 

Mekong Basin agricultural land and rice paddy production have had effects 

from intense floods, droughts, sea level rise, and deep saline intrusion.24 Thus, 

along with such climate conditions, the impact of China’s dam construction 

projects in the region upon rice security has to be deeply investigated further. 

                                        
23 Ibid., 29.
24 Ibid., 55.
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Not only the role of China, but its emerging role as a part of the Greater 

Mekong Sub-region (GMS) program is highlighted because the effectiveness of 

the political, social and economic regional cooperation framework is to be 

deeply reviewed. Such regional mechanism is important because it could 

determine the future rice security of the region, which could have long-lasting 

impact on the future generations as well. 

Importance of the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) Program

The Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) program covers Cambodia, two 

provinces in China, People’s Democratic Republic of Lao, Myanmar, Thailand 

and Vietnam, which was created by the Asian Development Bank (ADB) in 

1992.25 As the GMS program offers assistance to facilitating cross-border 

transport of goods and people, it aims to strengthen links and improve 

connectivity in the context of the sub-region. Narrowing down the scope of the 

study to the advent of the GMS program, it is important to look at how it was 

highlighted ever since the declaration of the One Belt and One Road Initiative 

(OBOR). 

                                        
25 Asian Development Bank, “Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS),” 

https://www.adb.org/countries/gms/main
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According to the existing literature, Chinese premier Xi Jinping 

proposed the development strategy that came to be known as the One Belt and 

One Road Initiative that has its main focus on connectivity and cooperation 

among the countries in Eurasia in order to have a trading network based on 

China.26 Here, we can confirm how the One Belt and One Road Initiative has 

started for the sake of connecting the entire sub-region out of main focuses on 

infrastructure building, railway, power grid, and so on. This definitely shows 

the strategic interests taken by China in the regional cooperation framework 

known as the GMS Program. 

Literature Review

The beginning point of this research concerning the impact of China’s 

dam construction projects upon agriculture industry in the LMB has to do with 

evaluating the effectiveness of the GMS program in the first place. Currently, 

China acts as a ‘dialogue partner’ to the GMS program, not being a full member 

of the Mekong River Commission. Thus, it is important to discuss the need to 

cooperate in the Mekong region and what regional mechanisms act in an 

                                        
26 Myo Aung, “One Belt One Road-Greater Mekong Sub-Region Economic Corridors 

and Myanmar,” October 2017.
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effective manner to make regional cooperation possible in such context. 

Whether China has much to earn from engaging in the regional framework such 

as GMS or it aims to create a completely new regional mechanism has to be 

further evaluated and Park (2000) assesses the significance of regional 

cooperation for the sake of development.27

According to the article, Park (2000) suggests that while many 

differences exist among the LMB nations, it does not hamper the formation of 

identity among countries in the region and make regional cooperation hard to 

achieve in the end. Therefore, it casts light upon achieving development and 

sustainable development at the same time by achieving mutual benefits and 

mutual dependency in the region. What’s more, the fact that Park focuses on the 

role of ADB in MRC rather than GMS shows that the reputation of MRC is 

being undermined. Therefore, the research fails to address the need to go over 

whether one single governance mechanism could be created for the sake of 

regional cooperation in Southeast Asia. This comes from the wrong assumption 

that forming regional identity is possible by bringing forth mutual benefits. In 

addition, it takes on the premise that there are mutual benefits among the 

                                        

27 김홍구, 박장식. “메콩강 하류유역국가의 지역협력에 관한 연구.” 국제지연

구 제4권 제2호, 2000년 12월: 1-45.
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riparian states; however, it will be further evaluated whether such is the case 

with regional infrastructure projects. 

Further studies regarding the Mekong region include negative impact 

of dam construction on the downstream nations. Intralawan (2017) discusses 

assessment of hydropower projects in the Lower Mekong Basin in economic 

terms, showing that there is big negative impact and environmental mitigation 

costs on these countries.28 The research assumes allocation of benefits for both 

host and recipient nations, with benefit split to 30% and 70% respectively, with 

more focus on potential negative impact on fishery production in the region.29

However, this research fails to identify the driving force behind dam 

construction projects of host countries such as China, with in-depth analysis of 

its economic, political or strategic motives. 

Also, there are many studies that deal with such negative impact of 

dam projects on downstream countries on a regional scale. Therefore, power 

asymmetry over hydropower development in the Mekong region is discussed to 

see the power dynamics between a big ‘regional power’ and riparian states (Lee, 

                                        
28 Apisom Intralawan, David Wood and Richard Frankel, “Economic Evaluation of 

Hydropower Projects in the Lower Mekong Basin,” Natural Resources and 

Environmental Management Research and Training Center (NREM)                                                   

Mae Fah Luang University, March 2017.
29 Ibid., 1. 
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2017).30 This is why many hydropower scholars such as Lee asserts that China 

has been showing a behavioral shift from taking on a hegemonic position to 

constructive attitude, showing positive signs for cooperative relationship in the 

region.31 However, there are limitations to the detours of the study because 

there is a lack of mutual benefits with asymmetry of information that makes 

riparian states blame China for natural disasters such as droughts. Such case 

will be further discussed throughout the study to carefully go through the 

dynamics of different attitudes from regional states in response to China’s 

projects.

Last, but not least, earlier studies from governmental agencies such as 

Korea Institute for International Economic Policy (KIEP) focus on development 

strategies of the Mekong region focusing on several regional states such as 

Thailand, Cambodia, and Laos from the perspective of South Korea, with the 

aim to create triangular cooperation among the nations.32 While the study 

focuses on the political role of Thailand that leads the way for development in 

                                        
30 Seungkyung Lee, Seungho Lee, “Cooperation in the Mekong River Basin through   

Benefit Sharing,” 동남아연구, May 2015, Vol.25(1)
31 Ibid., 2.

32 KIEP, 메콩지역 개발 전략: 태국, 캄보디아, 라오스, 2011년 12월 20일, 전

략지역심층연구 11-08
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the Mekong region, strategies of Cambodia that heavily depends on 

hydropower development and Laos that promotes both hydropower and water 

resource development, it fails to discuss the external factor influencing power 

dynamics, that is, a regional power, China, in turn, leading a way to potential 

conflict rather than regional cooperation. Therefore, instead of focusing on the 

nations that promote regional cooperation, the study will specifically focus on 

two riparian nations that heavily depend on agriculture for their national 

economy, largely influenced by hydropower development. It is important to 

note how they have opposite political attitudes toward China taking economic 

dependency on China and historical legacy into consideration. 

1.4 Structure of Thesis

The thesis is comprised of three parts: introduction, body, and 

conclusion. First, the sub-sections of the introduction include research 

background, research question and scope of research, literature review and 

significance of the study, and structure of thesis. Second, research methodology, 

analytical framework and data collection are discussed in depth to note the 

importance of the topic. This chapter explains why it is important to conduct the 

research and how the study was conducted. Next, the body part is divided into 
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three parts. The first part illustrates China’s motivations behind carrying out its 

regional infrastructure projects in the Mekong Region and the impact of such 

projects upon agricultural industry in Vietnam and Cambodia located in the 

LMB in terms of development cooperation. This part serves as an important 

pillar of research by exploring specific motives, be it acting out of economic, 

political or security strategic interests, and assessing how China can expand its 

regional power, considering the significant amount of impact upon the specific 

agricultural industry, using the benefit-sharing analytical framework. The 

second and third parts aim to show how Vietnam and Cambodia respectively 

respond in response to such projects, considering its destructive impact on the 

agricultural sector. This aims to figure out the reasons behind such variations in 

their responses. This will pose an important question as a variable to the 

research question and test compatibility of China’s aim as part of the GMS 

framework that works as an effective regional cooperation mechanism. Lastly, 

conclusion part will sum up the discussions set forth in the previous parts and 

include my own evaluation of the research findings. 
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II. Analytical Framework

2.1    Research Methodology and Analytical Framework

In accordance with the existing literature, the benefit sharing approach 

from regional cooperation mechanism stems from defining ‘regional 

cooperation’ as “inter-governmental cooperation among equal member states of 

the region for specific needs and purposes and mutual benefits”zas Le Thi 

Tuyet has noted.33 A notable scholar in the field of the Mekong region, 

Seungho Lee, also explains the approach by illustrating the benefits as a relative 

concept for riparian countries and that such benefits coming from cooperation 

shall be equally allocated, considering a river basin as a single unit, that brings 

forth optimal management of transboundary rivers.34 According to him, an 

agreement has been established to achieve sustainable development and the 

MRC was created to facilitate cooperation. 35 Thus, the GMS program is 

suggested as one of the interactive regional mechanisms to see how socio-

economic benefits can be shared in the river basin through linking the riparian 

                                        
33 Le Thi-Tuyet, “Regional Cooperation in Southeast Asia,” Ph.D. thesis, The City 

University of New York. 1973.
34 Seungkyung Lee, 281.
35 Ibid., 276.
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states with highways and railways which will ultimately reduce political 

tensions and make political regional cooperation possible based on mutual trust 

and cooperation for development. 

However, this approach shall be further assessed to see if the analytical 

framework works as the best approach for explaining the benefits of the public 

goods that have been equally distributed among the nations neighboring the 

Mekong River by looking into China’s motivations behind dam building 

projects that directly affect the nations in the Lower Mekong Basin including 

Vietnam and Cambodia. 

The underlying assumption of the study is that China aims to expand its 

sphere of influence in the Mekong Region that stems from its declaration of 

One Belt, One Road (OBOR) Policy. Putting it differently, it means that it aims 

to create development regional cooperation for the sake of sharing benefits 

among the neighboring nations in the region. It is not surprising that China aims 

to gain its status as a “regional power.” Considering such context, it is not 

surprising to say that China wishes to do so based on its economic strategic 

interests that can be illustrated through cases of hydropower development in the 

region. Therefore, it would be significant to deeply investigate China’s 

motivations behind such infrastructure projects and how it impacts the 
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neighboring nations including Vietnam and Cambodia located in the Lower 

Mekong Basin (LMB) that vary in terms of political interests when it comes to 

considering its historical legacies with China and economic dependency on 

China. Then, it would be significant to see what kind of impact China’s regional 

engagement has upon agricultural industry in these two nations. 

Therefore, the study aims to conduct its research based on specific case 

studies of these two countries, Vietnam and Cambodia, specifically. The 

methods used to conduct the research include evaluation through a specific 

analytical framework of benefit-sharing approach to illustrate China’s 

motivations behind such projects. Then, in order to capture the holistic view of 

China’s aim as a ‘regional power’ in the Mekong Region, this research aims to 

take comparison in terms of responses from Vietnam and Cambodia by taking a 

look at its impact upon their specific agricultural industry. 

2.2 Data Collection

The data collected include the existing literature coming from official 

documents and governmental policy papers in agricultural sector to refer to. For 

statistics, data were retrieved from various sources such as the Asian 

Development Bank (ADB), the FAO, the United Nations Development 
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Programme (UNDP), the World Bank as well as the policy papers published by 

the Mekong River Commission (MRC). In addition, for specific cases, 

newspaper and magazine articles that were published online were explored in 

order to carry out the research. Also, tables and actual statistical data were used 

from the official documents of such international organizations dedicated to 

publish documents related to the specific agricultural industry. 
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III. China’s Hydropower Development in the Upper Mekong Region

3.1 China’s Motivations behind Dam Construction in the Region

The first section deals with exploring China’s motivations behind 

implementing its dam projects in the Mekong Region. It is significant to go 

over such motives behind carrying out the projects because this will 

demonstrate whether China can exert its sphere of influence in the region as a 

“regional power” as part of the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) framework. 

This will be done by using the benefit-sharing approach. In addition, it would 

be considered important to assess its effects upon the agricultural sector in 

Vietnam and Cambodia as main exporters of rice located in the LMB when it 

comes to discussing development cooperation. This will be analyzed through 

assessing whether socio-economic benefits have been brought forth and shared 

to these countries as a result of China’s further engagement in the region as part 

of GMS framework.

3.2 China’s Strategic Interests in the Mekong Region

Since 1992, when the Asian Development Bank (ADB) developed the 
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GMS connectivity, China has initially attempted to construct roads in the 

Mekong Region with a focus on ‘road connectivity.’ In order to promote the 

road connectivity program in order to increase trade and investment in the 

region, it is true that GMS countries and the ADB tried to construct roads to 

reinforce the ‘road connectivity’ and develop the Mekong river as a navigable 

channel for commercial purposes.36 Especially, China has seemingly paid much 

attention to establishing infrastructure in the Mekong Region. During the early 

2000s, there were only three dams established in the Lancang region; however, 

it increased to six dams towards the end of 2014.37 This shows that China has 

had the ambition of using the dams for trade and tourism purposes, which 

demonstrates the significance of establishing infrastructure projects in the 

region for China. 

Specifically speaking, China’s motivations behind hydropower 

development in engaging in GMS framework can be viewed from three 

dimensions: political, economic and security. Among the different dimensions, 

it is notable that China is attempting to exert its power as a regional power 

status in the Mekong region by engaging in hydropower development in the 

                                        
36 International Rivers, “Understanding the Impacts of China’s Upper Mekong Dams,”                                     

December 2014 World Rivers Review. 

37 International Rivers.
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belief that it will bring forth further socio-economic benefits that can be shared 

by the neighboring countries in the region. Thus, China’s actions will be 

assessed by using the benefit sharing approach, evaluating whether the GMS 

program has allowed for constructing economic corridors that link China with 

the neighboring nations through highway, railway and seaport, resulting in win-

win situation and economic growth in the region.38

In accordance with the Mekong Basin Development Strategy, the 

strategic priority in the strategy is “to seek options for sharing the potential 

benefits and risks of development.”39 Specifically speaking, there are two areas 

of work under benefit sharing approach: 1) national-to-local benefit sharing and 

2) regional benefit sharing. Among the two different types, it is important to 

note the second type in which cooperation between nations is expected. 

According to the 1995 mandate in the Mekong River Commission (MRC), it is 

notable that “cooperating in all fields of sustainable development, utilization, 

management and conservation of water and related sources of Mekong [is 

important] to optimize multiple-use and mutual benefits of all riparian states.”40

Here, we can see that whether China has done so in carrying out its dam 

                                        
38 Ibid., 281.
39 Mekong River Commission, Strategic Plan 2016-2020.
40 Mekong River Commission.
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projects in the region is to be further evaluated. 

Specifically speaking, China came up with the idea of hydropower 

development projects as a key engine to bring forth economic development in 

the region. This is because China believes the sector to be important in securing 

energy to meet the demands of electricity shortage in the region for further 

economic development.41 Therefore, it further aims to establish dams in the 

Mekong region, amounting up to 8 dams with the potential of 15,450 MW 

hydropower as seen in Figure 1. In such context, it is important to note whether 

China’s efforts have allowed the neighboring nations to benefit from such 

hydropower development projects. However, it is evident that such is not the 

case as it is becoming an imminent threat to the future of the Mekong river that 

serves as an important water source for the people of Cambodia, Thailand, Laos 

and Vietnam. Rather, China has been using much geopolitical leverage over the 

downstream nations by controlling the water volume and quality flowing into 

the LMB that could endanger food security in the region. 

According to the report of the United Nations Environment Programme

(UNEP) and the Asian Institute of Technology (AIT), one of the large dams 

constructed in the region called the Xiaowan mainstream dam can reduce water 

                                        
41 Fan Yang & Dongcan Wang. “Challenges and Countermeasures of China’s Energy 

Security.”
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volume and have negative influence on water quality of the Mekong River.42

This well demonstrates that there is no significant amount of mutual benefits 

brought to the nations located in the region including Vietnam and Cambodia 

while China may assert that it started its infrastructure projects as a part of 

regional cooperation efforts under the GMS project. 

Figure 2. Hydropower Development Dam Plan in the Mekong River Basin

Source: Seungkyung Lee, “Cooperation in the Mekong Basin through Benefit 

Sharing.”43

Furthermore, it is important to consider the fact that China’s 15 

                                        
42 United Nations Environment Program, Asian Institute of Technology, “Freshwater 

under Threat Southeast Asia: Vulnerability Assessment of Freshwater Resources 

to Environmental Change.” 
43 Seungkyung Lee, “Cooperation.”
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mainstream dams built on the Mekong River were not planned by having 

consultations with the downstream riparian states, sharing the data about 

construction and operation of the dams. Because of such asymmetry in 

information sharing, the riparian states located in the LMB could not help but 

blame China for the frequently occurring droughts and floods that took place 

after dams were constructed in the Mekong River. This makes it difficult for the 

riparian states to cooperate for the sake of sharing mutual benefits in the region 

as the negative impact of Chinese dams upon the Mekong River is quite evident, 

taking away benefits that riparian states enjoyed as important source for their 

livelihood. 

Therefore, it is hard to say that China’s motivations could be fully 

explained through the benefit sharing approach as its efforts failed to bring 

mutual benefits to the riparian states. We can see that it made China hard to 

successfully earn its regional power status in the region because the riparian 

states ended up putting blame on China’s dams for failing to enjoy the benefits 

stemming from the Mekong River. This poses as a counter-argument to the 

existing benefit-sharing approach. 

3.3 Impact of China’s Mainstream Dams on the Agricultural Sector in the 

Lower Mekong Basin
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While China may have claimed that it aims to develop the region and 

share the benefits from the public good, the Mekong River, among the 

neighboring nations through dam construction in the upper Mekong region as in 

accordance with the benefit sharing approach, it is quite clear that the dams

have had destructive impact on the agricultural industry in the Lower Mekong 

region, affecting water flows in downstream countries by considering its 

negative effects upon the water quality, quantity, change in river flow volume, 

nutrient sediments and irrigation serving agricultural purposes. 44 This 

definitely demonstrates that the case serves as a counter-argument to the 

benefit-sharing approach, showing how the socio-economic benefits are rarely 

equally distributed to the countries neighboring the Mekong River. 

Sediment Load

The amount of sediment load is essential to the status of downstream 

agriculture and erosion; thus, it is important to look at its influence upon 

agriculture, which is greatly affected by dam construction. This is due to the 

fact that the big dams bring forth negative consequences for agricultural land 

downstream, deteriorating the water quality negatively affecting crops and 
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Catchment,” Lund University: 6.
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aquatic organisms by decreasing the erosion resistance of river banks.45

In the context of the Mekong basin, the dams constructed in the upper 

Mekong region starting from Yunnan province in China influence the river flow 

regime and flood pulse, having negative effects upon downstream water located 

in the Lower Mekong Basin. According to the 2011 Water Paper on the Mekong 

River Basin and the Role of the MRC published by the World Bank, the large 

hydropower schemes affect the river flow regime and flood pulse.46 It is 

noteworthy that changes in the river flood pulse, water storage and sediment 

load can have harmful effects upon agriculture industry. This is because dams 

are efficient in trapping sediments that bring in nutrients, necessary deposits 

and fertile soil which makes the sediment discharge of the Mekong River 

significant for rice production in the Mekong Delta region. 

The December 2014 World Rivers Review on International Rivers 

showed that the Lancang River contributes 45% of water to the Mekong basin 

during dry season and the flow can increase by over 100% in the dry season, 

ultimately reducing the exposed riverbank regions that are used for seasonal 

                                        
45 Ibid., 6.
46 Mekong River Commission, “Flood Management and Mitigation 

Programme. ”Working Paper 2011-2015: The Impact & Management of Floods 

& Droughts in the Lower Mekong Basin & The Implications of Possible Climate 

Change. March 2012.
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agriculture.47 What’s more, the 2002 International Rivers Network assessed 

that one of the first dams to be constructed, the Xiaowan dam, will trap 35% of 

the SSL essential to nourish the downstream floodplain agriculture.48 This is 

further elaborated when we see the statistically significant results that shows 

decrease in sediment flux at Chiang Saen. located in Thailand, possibly due to 

Manwan dam sedimentation. (Figure 3) Figure 3 clearly shows that the

suspended sediment concentration at Chiang Saen was expected to decrease 

quickly from 1987 to 1996 when it increased again. This leads to the conclusion 

that the decreasing sediment flux shows new dam construction would ultimately 

lead to deprivation supply of nutrient-rich sediments and low productivity in the 

region, making the timing of crop cultivation difficult for the farmers.49

                                        
47 Ame Trandem, “Is the Mekong at a Tipping Point?” World Rivers Review, 

International Rivers, Vol.29(4), December 2014. 
48 K.D. Fu et al., “Sedimentation in the Manwan reservoir in the Upper Mekong and 

its downstream impacts,” Quaternary International, Vol186(1): 91-99.

49 Campbell, I. C. “Perceptions, Data, and River Management: Lessons from the 

Mekong River.” Water Resour. Res., 43, W02407.
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Figure 3. Fluctuating trend in the SSC at Chiang Saen, Thailand, in Mekong 

River

Source: K.D. Fu et al., “Sedimentation.”50

Furthermore, it’s also essential to note that the Mekong basin may act 

as a ‘buffer zone’ to changes, showing how coastal wave-caused erosion affects 

agricultural industry. The decreased amount of floods during the wet season has 

suspended sediment deposits in delta channels, reducing the amount of 

protection of coastlines against erosion. This will ultimately impact the delta’s 

stability in the long run due to high soil concentrations of acid sulfates in the 

region which is usually flushed away by floods. 

                                        
50 K.D. Fu et al., “Sedimentation.”
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Irrigation

Not only sediment load, but the crucial importance of irrigation lies in 

agricultural activities where most of the water is gained during dry season. This 

is especially notable if we consider the fact that currently, the 7.4Mha is 

irrigated area, of which 4.1Mha is in the Mekong Delta region where Vietnam 

and Cambodia are located.51

In accordance with the World Bank report, water irrigation during the 

dry times of the year is of utmost priority to Cambodia and Vietnam as there 

should be a trade-off of such interests against damage from saltwater intrusion 

into the delta.52 In reference to the development scenario proposed by the 

World Bank, there is quite a significant amount of impact upon agriculture 

based on irrigated areas (Figure 4). According to the high development scenario, 

it is evident that the areas in Cambodia didn’t have full access to water for 

irrigation purposes, causing understatement of potential withdrawals.53 Thus, it

is shown that reduction of water flows for agriculture during the dry season

                                        
51 World Bank, Asian Development Bank, “MEKONG WATER RESOURCES 

ASSISTANCE STRATEGY (MWRAS),” WB/ADB JOINT WORKING PAPER 

ON FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 

IN THE MEKONG RIVER BASIN, June 2006.
52 World Bank, “MEKONG WATER”: 14.
53 Mekong River Commission, “Flood Management.”
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affected by dams constructed on the Upper Mekong basin does not contribute to 

increased agricultural productivity as the dam construction leads to lowering the 

water flows diverted for irrigation purposes that ultimately leads to increased 

agricultural activities.

Figure 4. Development Scenario Modelled

Scenario

Domestic an

d Industrial

usage

(mcm)

Irrigated 

areas

(‘000 ha)

Hydropower Dams a

ctive storage volume

(mcm)

Embankment

area

(‘000 ha)

Basin diversions

(mcm)

LMB China Intra Inter

Baseline 1,620 7,422 6,185 - 0 0 0

China dams 1,620 7,422 6,185 22,700 0 0 0

Low development 3,109 8,316 12,443 10,300 0 0 0

Embankments 3,109 8,316 12,443 10,300 130 0 0

Agriculture 4,194 11,349 12,443 10,300 0 2,200 3,262

High Development 4,194 11,349 26,778 22,700 0 2,200 3,262

Source: Mekong River Commission, “Flood Management.”54

In both sediment and irrigation sectors that are related to the

agricultural industry, the Chinese dams constructed for regional development 

                                        
54 Ibid.
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purposes in the Lower Mekong basin do not directly serve the purpose of 

sharing the benefits arising from the public goods, the Mekong River, to the 

neighboring countries such as Vietnam and Cambodia. Rather, it is seen as a 

regional project that makes China act out of its own strategic economic motives

and lets China have geopolitical leverage and control over the Mekong river,

having detrimental impact upon these nations instead of ‘developing’ the region 

in the context of a regional cooperation framework. 
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IV. Impact upon Agricultural Industry in Vietnam

The second section deals with exploring the impact of China’s dam 

construction projects upon agricultural industry in Vietnam, located in the 

Lower Mekong region. It is considered important to look at how the agricultural 

production that takes up a significant portion of national economy in Vietnam is 

greatly affected by the upstream development that causes increase in saltwater 

level and change in climate conditions. This is because it shows how China 

establishes infrastructure projects for the sake of sharing benefits among the 

riparian states on the path toward ‘development cooperation.’ This will be 

further evaluated using the benefit-sharing analytical framework, fully 

assessing whether such benefits are shared among these nations. Then, 

Vietnam’s responses to such regional projects implemented by China would be 

assessed, considering its historical legacies involving China and economic 

dependency on China.

4.1 Significance of Agricultural Industry in Vietnam 

Agriculture, forestry and fisheries seem to be significant sectors of the 
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economy of Vietnam, accounting for 21% of GDP in 2009. 55 It has 

comparative advantages due to its abundance in factors such as land cultivation, 

sea territories. It is important to note how Vietnam turned from an importer to a 

net exporter of agricultural products starting from the 1980s. The export values 

multiplied with major export commodities being rice, coffee, pepper and etc. 

(Figure 5) This could become possible thanks to the shift from central planning 

system and autarky to open and market-oriented economy due to trade 

liberalization and agricultural reforms in 1986. 

Figure 5. Production of Rice: Top 10 Producers

Source: FAOSTAT, 201656

                                        
55 JICO Report, Agricultural Transformation & Food Security 2040: ASEAN Region 
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56 Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 
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According to the data from ITC-Trademap, Vietnamese agricultural 

exports have surged on a global scale, with the AFAP exports reaching $36.4 

billion in 2017 (Figure 6). In 2017, the agricultural products export did not hit 

the earlier record, but rice exports alone reached 5.89 million tonnes and gained 

$2.66 billion, up 22.4 per cent in volume.57

Figure 6. Position of Vietnamese agricultural exports in the world

Source: ITC-Trademap, GDVC, 2017

In Vietnam, rice productivity is at its highest point in the Mekong Delta 

region in which the crop is irrigated and gets high inputs of fertilizer as well as 

                                        
57 Nguyen Ngoc Mai, A Review of Vietnam’s Recent Agricultural Policies, FFTC 

Agricultural Policy Platform (FFTC-AP), http://ap.fftc.org.tw/ap_db.php?id=908 
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high cropping intensity with up to 3 crops annually.58 There is an increasing 

trend of rice productivity in the Mekong Delta and central highlands of Vietnam 

where rice is grown for exporting purposes. (Figure 7)

Figure 7. Annual Rice Yield in the Lower Mekong Basin 

Source: Mekong River Commission, 200859

The Vietnamese Mekong Delta (VMD), located at the furthest end of 

the Mekong Region is known as rice bowl of Vietnamese, home to about 17 

million residents who heavily depend on agriculture and aquaculture to make a 

                                        
58 Mekong River Commission, “Agricultural Productivity and Food Security in the 

Lower Mekong Basin: The Impact of Climate Change and Options for 

Adaptations.” July 27, 2011.
59 Mekong River Commission. “Agricultural Productivity.”
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living (Figure 8).60 Since the Upper Mekong region provides fine sediment by 

supplying freshwater for agricultural purposes, the VMD is known as one of the 

most productive agro-aquaculture in the world.61

Figure 8. (a) Mekong River Basin (b) Vietnamese Mekong Delta (VMD)

Source: Doan Van Binh et al. “Study on the Impacts of River-damming and 

Climate Change on the Mekong Delta of Vietnam.”62

                                        
60 Doan Van Binh et al. “Study on the Impacts of River-damming and Climate Change 

on the Mekong Delta of Vietnam.” DPRI Annuals, No. 60B, 2017: 2.
61 Ibid., 2.
62 Ibid., 2.
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4.2 Evaluating Impact of China’s Dam Construction in Vietnam’s 

Agriculture Industry

In spite of the high portion of agricultural sector in Vietnam’s national 

economy as a whole, it is inevitable that dam construction in the upstream, that 

China has started initiating from Manwan hydropower dam located in middle 

and lower parts of Yunnan province in China, is having detrimental impact on 

agriculture industry of Vietnam. Thus, it should be assessed whether China is 

sharing its regional benefits with the riparian states that ultimately leads to win-

win situation in the region or not in accordance with the benefit-sharing 

approach. 

Out of the different types of agricultural industry, rice production is 

especially important to note because of the fact that rice takes up 90% of crops 

planted in the Mekong Delta.63 Rice is extremely vulnerable to salinity level 

and its productivity would decrease by 0.4~0.6 Ton/Ha for every saline unit 

1g/1 increase.64 Thus, the Chinese dam construction in the upstream becomes 

more important than ever, considering its effects on salinity changes that affect 

rice productivity level, demonstrating how the benefit sharing approach fails to 

explain the ‘development regional cooperation.’

                                        
63 GSO [General Statistical Office]: Statistical Yearbook 2012. Statistical Publishing 

House, Hanoi, Vietnam.
64 Doan Vin Binh et al. “Study.”
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According to the research conducted by Department of Agriculture and 

Rural Development of SocTrang province located in the Mekong region, it was 

shown that the salinity concentration at AnThuan station in HamLuong branch 

of Tien River after the dam was constructed showed higher salinity 

concentration, showing 27g/l in 2009-2011 and 25.5g/l in 2012-2015. This is to 

be compared with 22.5g/l recorded as the annual maximum salinity 

concentration in pre-dam period, showing how the Lancang cascade dams 

constructed by China are causing saltwater intrusion in the VMD (Figure 9).65

This means that the increased saltwater level leads to less rice productivity, 

caused by China’s strategic interests in dam construction under the name of 

“sharing the benefits.”

Figure 9. Salinity Concentration at AnThuan Station during Dry Season

                                        
65 Ibid., 818.
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Source: Doan Van Binh, “Study.”66

Furthermore, it is hard to neglect the fact that droughts were caused by 

Chinese dam construction in the upstream, showing how China attempts to play 

‘water diplomacy’ with its national interests in hand in the regional context. It 

seems that the intensity of the drought in 2016 was partly due to the dams 

established upstream.67 In April, 2016, China opened its one of the six dams on 

the upper Mekong River, which let the Southeast Asian nations suffer from the 

worst drought in 20 years, hurting irrigation water for agriculture in Vietnam.

While the drought might have been caused by the El Nino climate phenomenon, 

the AP News pointed out that “the situation is worsened by the 10 dams on the 

Mekong’s mainstream built over the past two decades, at least partly because 

they reduce rainy-season flooding and trap sediments, making the downstream 

delta more vulnerable to seawater intrusion.”68 Even so, according to the 

Agriculture Ministry in Vietnam, while the discharges from the Jinghong dam 

could help reduce fresh water shortages for 575,000 Vietnamese people, the 

drought might have been caused by Mekong dams, impacting water levels that 

                                        
66 Ibid., 818.
67 Tran Van Minh & Stephen Wright, “Chinese dams blamed for exacerbating 

Southeast Asian drought,” AP News, April 1, 2016. accessed November 13, 2018. 

https://apnews.com/fc09a4fb9e894951850c9a8ce168ece5
68 Tran, “Chinese dams.”
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are related to agricultural sector. China further agreed to the increased water 

flow, doubling the water discharged from Jinghong dam.69 Here, we can see 

that China used its ‘water diplomacy’ as being part of the GMS framework 

because it was regarded the first time the Chinese government told the LMB 

countries of its dam plans. This further leads to the conclusion that China 

possesses much power on the shared Mekong environment over other countries, 

not equally sharing the public goods with riparian states as the benefit-sharing 

approach may argue.

This well shows that the dams constructed by China as its part of 

regional projects do not act to allow the benefits from the Mekong River as the 

public goods to be shared because it acts as harm to the economic sector, 

leading to low standard of living, considering Vietnam’s high dependency on 

agricultural sector in terms of its national economy as a whole. Rather, it be

China’s strategic interests given the power to control the water quantity released 

to the downstream countries in the context of a regional cooperation mechanism 

by constructing dams on the river from which benefits are to be equally shared 

among the neighboring nations. Considering such factor, Vietnam does not hold 

equal mutual benefits as China argues under the name of ‘development 

cooperation’ and this stands in contrast to the benefit-sharing approach.

                                        

69 Tran, “Chinese dams.”
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4.3 Vietnamese Government’s Responses to Chinese Dam Construction

As analyzed above, Chinese hydropower development in the upper 

Mekong region has detrimental impact on agricultural production in Vietnam. 

However, it is also important to look at how the Vietnamese government acted 

in reaction to such project in the context of regional cooperation. As dire 

consequences such as the El Nino phenomenon hit Vietnam, it led to the worst 

drought in 2016.70 Due to the big crop failures, Vietnam made a request to 

China, asking for release of water from the dams located in the upper Mekong 

region. When Beijing discharged water from the Yunnan province to help 

Vietnam alleviate the severe drought problem, it showed that Vietnam has most 

to “lose from Beijing’s moves to control the river flows.”71 Vietnam’s outright 

opposition seems to have taken place due to its economic dependency on China

and historical legacies, an attitude that is in contrast to that of Cambodia, which 

is to be analyzed further in the later section. 

Economic Dependency on China

                                        
70 “China,” The News Lens.
71 Brijesh Khemlani, “China and the Mekong: Future Flashpoint?,” RUSI, June 25, 

2018, accessed November 16, 2018. https://rusi.org/commentary/china-and-mekong-

future-flashpoint
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The rising economic dependence on China is notable as China’s 

increasing trade and investment in Vietnam is affecting the nation in a good 

manner. The increasing number of tourists in Vietnam surged in the first half of 

2017, soaring 605 to nearly 1.9 million and China exports more goods including 

textiles, electronic components seeing Vietnam as a good base due to 

geographical location, close to China, and with low cost on materials.72 Since 

the trade links were resumed in 1991, the annual bilateral trade volume 

increased from only $32 million in 1991 to $7.2 billion in 2004.73 Also, 

Chinese investment in Vietnam has been rising since 2015, reaching $2.17 

billion in 2017.74 Despite such economic trend, Vietnam continues to take 

opposing political stance toward China, wishing to promote renewable energy 

sources other than hydropower calling damming the river to produce electricity 

“unsustainable development” according to a fish farmer in Dong Thap Province, 

Vietnam.75 Thus, it has to be assessed why the close economic relations 

                                        
72 Reuters, “Despite Strains, Vietnam and China Forge Closer Economic Ties,” 

September 1, 2017. https://www.reuters.com/article/us-vietnam-china/despite-

strains-vietnam-and-china-forge-closer-economic-ties-idUSKCN1BC3S2
73 "China, Vietnam find love". Asia Times. 21 July 2005. Retrieved 3 June 2008.
74 Nguyen T.H.K.; et al. "The "same bed, different dreams" of Vietnam and China: 

how (mis)trust could make or break it". Thanh Tay University. Retrieved 26 

May 2018.
75 Yukako Ono, “Mekong River Nations Face the Hidden Costs of China’s Dams,” 

Nikkei Asian Review, May 9, 2018, accessed November 16, 2018. 

https://asia.nikkei.com/Spotlight/Cover-Story/Mekong-River-nations-face-the-
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between Vietnam and China fails to let Vietnam take a soft attitude toward 

China and whether there could be other factors creating such response from 

Vietnam. 

Historical Legacies 

In spite of heavy economic dependence on China, Vietnam has been 

put at political tensions with China due to the bitter legacy of the fight when it 

dates back to 1979. China’s invasion into Vietnam on February 17, 1979 has 

been understood to be a response to what China considered to be ‘provocative’ 

actions.76 While the China-Vietnam relationship was normalized in late 1991, it 

is worth noting that many historians and politicians still discuss growing public 

disapproval in both nations. Therefore, with mutual suspicion unsettled between 

the two nations, it looks difficult to substantially develop complete China-

Vietnam bilateral ties. Considering such context, historical tensions with China 

play a crucial role in contributing to Vietnam’s outright opposing political 

stance toward its dam projects in the Mekong region. This is noteworthy 

because we can see how historical legacies affect the political stance of Vietnam, 

                                                                                                            

hidden-costs-of-China-s-dams
76 The Diplomat, “The Bitter Legacy of the 1979 China-Vietnam War.” February 23, 

2017. https://thediplomat.com/2017/02/the-bitter-legacy-of-the-1979-china-

vietnam-war/
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regardless of its heavy economic dependence on China. 

As a consequence, we can see that while the benefit-sharing approach 

claims that China aims to share the benefits among the riparian states in the 

region with the advent of the GMS program, it fails to reduce the political 

tensions with Vietnam by promoting economic development with its dam 

projects due to historical animosity that pertains to this day that makes mutual 

trust hard to be attained in the current state. Therefore, the traditional benefit-

sharing approach fails to illustrate Vietnam’s political stance toward China. 

Local Responses: Government policies

As the detrimental impact of Chinese dams on to Vietnam’s agricultural 

sector became much more critical, Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc approved 

restructuring agricultural projects to enhance value-added and sustainable 

development projects. In 2017, the Prime Minister signed the resolution for 

sustainable development of the Mekong Delta to ensure high-quality agriculture, 

eco-tourism, services and industry.77 In accordance with the resolution, by 

2050, the Mekong Delta will aim to become a region with "moderately good 

                                        
77 Resolution on Sustainable and Climate-Resilient Development of the Mekong Delta, 

The Socialist Republic of Vietnam, November 17, 2017
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development and a modern social organisation level.”78 It also coordinates with 

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to promote sustainable usage of the Mekong 

river and river resources among six Mekong River basin nations. As the MOFA 

aims to work together with the development partners to increase support for 

activities of the MRC, we can see how Vietnamese government aims to utilize 

its position in belonging to the regional cooperation mechanism. Also, at the 

local level, the HCM City People’s Committee is encouraged to create 

cooperation programme among provinces in the Mekong delta region, the 

capital city and the Southeast Asian region. 

                                        
78 Vietnamnet, “Mekong Delta Needs Ecosystem-based Solutions to Climate Change,” 

December 17, 2018, 

https://english.vietnamnet.vn/fms/environment/214556/mekong-delta-needs-

ecosystem-based-solutions-to-climate-change.html
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V. Impact upon Agriculture Industry in Cambodia

The third section deals with illustrating the impact of Chinese dam 

construction projects on agricultural sector in Cambodia. Considering the 

importance of rice production in Cambodia as a key exporter of rice in the 

region, it is important to take note of such influence in the context of regional 

cooperation. As mentioned above, upstream dam development is crucial in 

affecting climate conditions and sediment load in Cambodia as one of the 

downstream nations located in the Lower Mekong Basin. Therefore, using the 

benefit-sharing analytical framework, it will be evaluated whether such regional 

development worked as to share equal benefits stemming from the Mekong 

river, among the riparian states. Then, Cambodian government’s political stance 

toward China would be evaluated in terms of economic dependency on China, 

historical legacies with China and its national goal of achieving economic 

development. 

5.1 Significance of Agriculture Industry in Cambodia

Cambodia’s rice export has notably increased during the last seven 

years where it shifted from being a pure paddy trader to a milled rice exporter 
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in 2013. The share of rice export volume of Cambodia gradually increased from 

0.15% in 2010 to 1.33% in 2016, allowing it to be the 12th largest rice export 

nation in the world.79 According to the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fisheries, Cambodian Rice Federation and Mekong Oryza, rice surplus for 

export in 2016 was approximately 542,144 metric tonnes (Figure 10,11). 

Figure 10. Volume (MT) and Growth (%) of Cambodia’s Rice Export

Source: Trademap, 2017.80

                                        
79 Cheu Ponleu and Heng Sola, “Overview of the Cambodian Rice Market_Challenges 

and the Way Forward,” July 3, 2018. 
80 Trademap, 2017. www.trademap.org. Retrieved from www.trademap.org
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Figure 11. Rice Production and Exports of Cambodia

Rice Production and Exports 2014 2015 2016 2017 (Forecast)
Total Paddy Rice Surplus for Export 4,709,036 4,649,702 5,110,000 NA
Total Rice Surplus for Export 3,013,783 2,975,809 3,270,400 NA
Total Export of Milled Rice 387,061 538,396 542,144 574,673

Unit: In Tons

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Cambodian Rice 

Federation and Mekong Oryza

According to Ricepedia, rice is considered the most significant field 

crop working as a staple in Cambodia, providing 65-70% of energy needs of the 

total population.81 It is notable that 75% of the Cambodians living in the rural 

area are engaged in rice farming, showing a high proportion of economic 

dependency on this sector on the national economic scale.82 In accordance with 

the National Agricultural Sector Strategic Development Plan in 2014-2018, the 

development of agricultural sector was defined as an essential element to 

improve economic growth and poverty reduction as the key strategic goal.83

Taking into consideration how important the agricultural industry is in terms of 

                                        
81 Ricepedia, Cambodia, Retrieved from Ricepedia website:

http://ricepedia.org/cambodia
82 Jungwook Ahn, Taeyoon Kim, “Determinants affecting on paddy productivity in 

Tonle Sap zone, Cambodia.” Seoul National University. 
83 Ibid., 1. 
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Cambodian economy, different zones should also be noted according to rice 

cultivation methods and agroecological system. They include Tonle Sap Zone, 

Plain Zone, Plateau zone, Coast zone and Phnom Penh in which main 

cultivation of paddy takes place in the Tonle Sap and Plain zone, which works 

as the heart of the country’s agricultural and fishery production (Figure 12).84 It 

is especially important to take note of the Tonle Sap zone because it works as a 

natural water reservoir, working as an advantage for regional cooperation 

purposes.

Figure 12. Map of the Tonle Sap zone in Cambodia

Source: Jungwook Ahn, 201885

                                        
84 Ibid., 3.
85 Ibid., 4.
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On a more interesting note, irrigation system is underdeveloped in 

Cambodia except for the Tonle Sap zone, with the entire area equipped for 

irrigation estimated to be around merely 8%. Therefore, due to the lack of 

irrigation system, other farming areas must heavily depend upon irregular rainy 

seasons for irrigation.86 This is a significant figure considering that agriculture 

takes up 85% of the people living in the basin according to the MRC report in 

2010.87 Therefore, it seems that investments in flood control in the delta region 

of Cambodia are significant for rice paddy production.

5.2 Evaluating Impact of China’s Dam Construction on Cambodia’s 

Agriculture Industry

Considering such significance of the agricultural sector in Cambodia, it 

is important to note the Chinese hydropower development in the upstream that 

makes it hard for riparian nations to share the equal benefits coming from the 

river such as rice crop production in accordance with the benefit-sharing 

approach.

As much of the rice paddy is in flood plains, it is not an exaggeration to 

                                        

86 김홍구, 박장식. “메콩강 하류유역국가의 지역협력에 관한 연구.” 국제지연

구 제4권 제2호, 2000. 12: 1-45.
87 MRC. 2010. IWRM-based basin development strategy for the Lower Mekong basin. 

4th draft.
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say that rice production may be directly linked to flood management. According 

to the expert of Mekong basin in Stanford University, Tyson Roberts, around 80% 

of the entire rice production in Cambodia is related to the water and nutrients 

provided by flooding of the Mekong region.88 In such context, it is important to 

go over the impact of upstream hydropower development that affects flood 

management and sediment load that, in turn, has effects upon rice production. 

In accordance with the recent Mekong Delta Study (MDS), severe 

adverse effects are expected in Cambodia due to the combination of mainstream 

dam barrier effects and reduced nutrient loading.89 According to the MRC 

report measuring sediment load at the gauging station at Chiang Sen, Thailand, 

the Chinese dams in the upstream have “reduced the sediment load and its 

nutrient value by some 50% down from 160 million tons/year to about 80 

million tons/year by the Upper Mekong Basin cascade of dam projects in 

China.”90 Since there is further negative impact on the Delta coastal areas 

being vulnerable to sea level rise and saltwater intrusion, the agricultural 

production in the Mekong floodplains would decrease overall. It was expected 

                                        
88 Tyson Roberts, “Downstream ecological implications of China's Lancang 

Hydropower and Mekong Navigation project.”
89 MDS Impact Assessment Report, “Study on the Impacts of Mainstream 

Hydropower on the Mekong River,” Ministry of Natural Resources and 

Environment, Open Development Mekong, 2015.
90 Kondolf, G., Z.  Rubin, and J.  Minear, Dams on the Mekong: cumulative 

sediment starvation. Water Resources Research, 2014. 50(6): p. 5158-5169.
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that the rice production would decrease in numbers due to mainstream upstream 

dams in the Lower Mekong Basin as shown in the figure below (Figure 13). 

According to the estimation, the total economic impact is expected to be $450 

million on an annual basis. Therefore, it is evident that hydropower 

development brings detrimental economic loss to the country overall rather than 

equally bringing forth benefits to riparian states including Cambodia.

Figure 13. Estimated sedimentation loss due to planned hydropower projects

Source: MDS Impact Assessment Report, 2015.91

5.3 Cambodian Government’s Responses to Chinese Dam Construction

As the hydropower development started by China has heavy 

detrimental impact on agricultural industry in Cambodia as analyzed above, it is 

important to note how Cambodian government acted in response to such 

                                        
91 Ibid.
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regional project. Since flooding and sediment losses come as a result of the 

hydropower development greatly affecting agricultural production, Cambodia 

requested for postponing the dam construction plan, having concerns over 

upper Mekong regional development through MRC consensus procedures.92

However, Prime Minister Hun Sen government has alleviated the problem of 

serious droughts caused by the Mekong upstream development by saying that 

“the drought currently afflicting much of mainland Southeast Asia was caused 

only by “the sky.”93 This is in stark contrast to the attitude taken by Vietnamese 

government that continues to have grave concerns over the negative impact of 

mainstream Mekong dams. Then, it is important to look at the possible reasons 

behind such attitude taken by Cambodian government and why such variation 

in attitude takes place in between the two nations. The possible factors include, 

economic dependence on China, historical legacies and governmental efforts 

for national development.

Economic Dependency on China

                                        

92 전은정, 윤순진. “메콩강 하류국가 캄보디아 수력발전 개발의 정치경제학.” 

메콩 유역 개발과 환경 협력의 딜레마와 거버넌스. 2018 년 5 월: 141-177.
93 Khuon Narim, “Mekong Dams Not Cause of Drought, Prime Minister Says,” The 

Cambodia Daily, https://www.cambodiadaily.com/news/mekong-dams-not-

cause-of-drought-pm-says-111220/
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Cambodia has had a favorable political relationship with China, 

becoming a strategic partnership status in 2010.94 As China has been actively 

supporting prerequisite infrastructure development such as roads, electricity 

powerhouses, it cannot be denied that Cambodia receives huge amount of aid 

from China, taking up to 23.7% of FDI coming from China.95 In such context, 

it is inevitable that Cambodia has to economically depend upon China in order 

to have full access to the essential source of infrastructure as there remains no 

alternative source of resources for Cambodia other than China. Therefore, 

considering such political relationship with China, it is understandable that 

Cambodia cannot help but hide concerns over Chinese upstream hydropower 

development in the Mekong.

Historical Legacies

Historically speaking, Cambodia has had war with Vietnam; however, 

the bilateral relations between Cambodia and China was strengthened as China 

supported the Khmer Rouge against Vietnam. As a result, Cambodia has had a 

commercial relationship with China, even signing the treaty of “Comprehensive 

Partnership of Cooperation” in 2006. This definitely shows contrast to that of 

                                        

94 전은정, “메콩강”: 155.
95 UNCTAD. 2014. Bilateral FDI Statistics 2014. 

http://uncta.org/en/Pages/DIAE/FDI%20Statistics/FDI-Statistics-Bilateral.aspex
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Vietnam that has had long fights with China in history. Also, China even has 

access to seaports that allow China to exploit oil reserves in the Gulf of Tonkin, 

showing how China actively participates in Cambodia’s economy.96 This well 

illustrates that historical legacies play an important role in forming its political 

stance toward China, not strongly opposing its dam projects in the Mekong 

region. 

Government’s Goal of National Development

Another plausible factor includes the Cambodian government’s efforts 

to attain national development through hydropower development in the Mekong. 

While conflicts remain in between local interest groups and the government 

itself, the Cambodian government is not in such opposition to the Chinese dam 

development because hydropower development is deemed of utmost 

importance for getting stable electricity access that is considered essential for 

national development. While the government is aware of environmental impact 

from hydropower development, it emphasizes that it is an essential choice they 

have to make for the sake of national economic development. This is shown in 

the Reuters article where the Prime Minister of Cambodia said that they “have 

                                        
96 BBC News. "China gives Cambodia $600m in aid". 2006-04-08. Retrieved 2008-

06-17.
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to pay the price” as it depends heavily on imported fuel to meet the increasing 

energy demand in the nation. 97 Thus, we can see that the Cambodian 

government does not stand in extreme opposing the dam projects initiated by 

Chinese government in spite of the big environmental impact upon agricultural 

production.

Local Responses: Governmental Efforts and Local Interest Groups

As the main government body that is in charge of developing the 

Cambodian hydropower sector is MME, it manages the electricity sector to 

issue generation and transmission licenses. However, without the presence of 

law on hydropower in Cambodia, there are efforts taken to prepare a feasibility 

study such as seeking a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU). All 

hydropower projects are subject to environmental impact assessment before 

being approved and the assessments should be conducted in accordance with 

the procedures by the Ministry of Environment (MoE).98

While many hydropower dams have been developed in the Mekong 

                                        
97 Reuters, “Cambodia PM stands by hydropower, dismisses critics as 'extremists',” 

December 23, 2015. accessed November 13, 2018. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-cambodia-energy-idUSKBN0U60V220151223
98 Open Development Cambodia, “Hydropower Dams,” 
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region along with support from the Cambodian government, local interest 

groups oppose such stance taken by the government. Ethnic minority groups 

living in Areng Valley of Cambodia made a road blockade to prevent Chinese 

companies from bringing in machinery to build the dams, demonstrating their 

opposition toward China’s dam projects. 99 In November, 2014, Buddhist 

monks marched through jungles to the dam sites to resist against development 

offers. What’s more, a coalition of NGO groups implored Prime Minister Hun 

Sen and the Chinese embassy to change the area into an eco-tourism site, 

instead of constructing dams. 

It’s interesting to note that the government is attempting to appease the 

affected communities by claiming that they have been properly consulted while 

the community representatives still claim that they have not been consulted to a 

proper degree. 

                                        
99 Open Development Cambodia.
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VI. Conclusion

Since the declaration of the “One Belt, One Road (OBOR) Initiative,” 

China wishes to increase its regional influence in the Mekong region through 

‘road connectivity,’ developing a high degree of economic cooperation by 

engaging in the Greater Mekong Sub-region (GMS) program. 

Infrastructure projects such as dam construction and hydropower 

development have been conducted by China and throughout the paper, its 

motivations behind such projects were closely investigated. While China claims 

that it is for the purpose of sharing the benefits in the region for the sake of 

regional cooperation, it has had the ambition of using the dams for trade and 

tourism purposes. Its impact upon agricultural sector of Vietnam and Cambodia 

are notable as these two countries depend heavily on agriculture for their 

national economies and they have significant negative impact upon such sectors.

However, variations exist in terms of political attitudes from Vietnam 

and Cambodia toward China because of several factors including economic 

dependency on China, such as the amount of FDI inflows, historical legacies 

and the national goal for economic development. Therefore, these two nations 

claim that the ‘benefit sharing approach’ fails to explain the motivations behind 

China’s regional infrastructure projects. 
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국문초록

본 연구는 중국의 “일대일로 정책”의 일환으로 메콩 지역에서

중국의 지역 전략의 중요성을 탐구한다. 중국은 이 이니셔티브에

따라 중국 본토와 인접해있는 '메콩 강 지역 (GMS)'프로그램을 '대화

파트너'로 참여시킴으로써 메콩 지역에서 높은 수준의 경제 협력을

발전시키고자한다. 이 연구의 목적은 GMS 체제의 맥락에서 "지역 적

파워”로서의 지위를 얻으려는 메콩 강 상부 지역에서의 중국 댐 건설

프로젝트의 동기를 조사하는 것이다. 특히 그 지역의 농업 산업에

미치는 영향에 관한 것이다. 메콩 강 유역 (Lower Mekong Basin, 

LMB) : 베트남과 캄보디아. 사례 연구에 기초한 '이익 공유 접근법'에

따라 평가되며, 중국의 댐 프로젝트에 대한 대응으로 이들 국가가

어떻게 대응하는지를 자세히 연구하였다.

주제어: GMS 프로그램, 댐 프로젝트, 농업 분야, 이익 공유 이론
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